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INTRODUCTION 

 

• The purpose of this presentation is to brief the Portfolio Committee on Police of 

progress on filling of vacancies; update on high-profile operations and budget 

structure/new units.. 
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FILLING OF 700 VACANT POSTS 

The Department should provide the Committee with a plan of how it 

intends to fill the 700 vacancies for the DPCI. 

– The filling of vacant posts is a project that started in 2015 and is still on-

going.   

– The DPCI is working with Organisational Development (OD) to identify and 

prioritise the vacant posts that must be advertised.  

– In the 2016/2017 financial year, 155 posts have been filled in the first 

quarter, 10 posts were withdrawn and 545 are outstanding. 

– Out of 545 posts remaining, 95 posts were advertised, interviews took 

place and appointments announced on the 10th of August 2016 and are 

presently being processed on the system during the second quarter. 
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Cont… 

– On the 450 remaining posts, 70 are currently advertised to be filled during 

the 2016/17 financial year. 

– 380 posts are still to be advertised and filled during this financial year.  
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DPCI SIGNIFICANT SUCCESSES  
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DPCI SIGNIFICANT SUCCESSES  
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SERIOUS ORGANISED CRIME (SOC) 

Number of arrests 1164 

Convictions 213 convictions [in one high profile serial rape and violent 

crime case 7 targets  were sentenced to a total of  271 years 

imprisonment and six (6) life sentences] 
Clandestine laboratories 19 labs dismantled. 

Estimated value of drugs seized R 243 million. 

 Seizures 

Drugs  

Mandrax (1 088 000 tablets) 

Ecstasy, Hydrophonic Cannabis, 

Tik, Crack Cocaine, Cocaine and 

LSD 

Estimated value 

R 220 million 

Abalone R 57 million 
Fire-arms  497 (307 Pistols, 94 Rifles,  37 Revolvers, 59 Shotguns)  

21 327 Rounds of ammunition  

Precious metal and diamonds  

 

R 16 million 



SOC Cont…  
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SOC Cont… 

Drugs: High level criminal groups 

• Western Cape Hawks investigated a criminal group involved in  drugs and 

other organised crime activities which culminated in the arrest of two 

suspects and the seizure of R500,000-00 Ecstasy tablets at Cape Town 

International Airport.  

• This criminal group was involved in drug distribution inter-provincially and 

trans-nationally.  
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SOC Cont… 

• Another syndicate operating around the Western Cape, Eastern Cape and 

Gauteng Province responsible for the manufacturing and bulk distribution by 

means of bus transportation, of Mandrax and Tik was dismantled and 5 

targets were arrested and  1 088 000 Mandrax tablets with an estimated 

value of  R25 million and a vehicle seized. 
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SOC Cont… 

• A syndicate responsible for cannabis trafficking from Swaziland to the North 

West Province was identified and investigated. During the takedown 

operation seventeen (17) bags of cannabis valued at R2 million, Platinum 

valued at R45 000-00 and R30 200-00 in cash were seized.  
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ENDANGERED SPECIES: ILLEGAL ABALONE 

POACHING  

Thirteen (13) suspects were arrested around the 

Overberg region, Western Cape during a 

disruptive operation and 1 140 200 Abalone were 

discovered in a concealed compartment of a 

Trailer valued at R57 million. 



SOC Cont… 

Terrorism related crimes 

• Hawks arrested twin brothers in Johannesburg that are allegedly linked to 

the Islamic State (IS) terrorist organisation. This is the first case in South 

Africa where SA citizens are associated with IS. 

Farm murder and rape 

• Two suspects were arrested in connection with the gruesome murder and 

rape of a 80 year old white female at her farm-holding in Langwood, Amamzi 

Estate in Uitenhage. Both accused were denied bail and will appear in court 

on 30 August 2016.  
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DPCI SIGNIFICANT SUCCESSES 

 

SERIOUS COMMERCIAL CRIME (SCC)  

Number of arrests 507 persons (433 SA citizens, 74 non SA citizens) 

Convictions 307 persons 
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 SCC Cont… 
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Major Investigations Narrative 

• Between 2011 and 2012 two accused allegedly transferred an amount 

totalling R5 million to an overseas account held in Taiwan. The accused 

were unemployed and did not have reasonable grounds to explain the 

source of the funds. On 6 May 2016 both accused were found guilty and 

sentenced to R20 000.00 fine or 5 years imprisonment wholly suspended 

for 5 years on condition that they do not commit or be convicted of the 

same offence. 

 

• On 16 May 2016 three males were arrested in connection with a Pyramid 

Scheme. The potential loss suffered by victims is a tune of R30 million. 

 

• A 41 year old man from Stilbaai appeared in court in connection with 

submitting fraudulent VAT claims to SARS to the value of R30 million. 



SCC Cont… 
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• On 25 November 2015 Co-operative Governance and Traditional Affairs 

(COGTA) became aware that funds meant for the Ingwe municipality didn’t 

reflect in the municipal bank account. The funds were intended for the 

construction of a community service centre. On inspection of the payment 

voucher and all supporting documents it was discovered that the bank 

account details were changed. The accused was an employee at COGTA 

that approved the change of the bank account and also authorised the 

payment details of the R7.5 million that was paid into the account of 

another accused. The accused was arrested and appeared in court on 15 

June 2016 and released on R10 000 bail.   



SCC Cont... 
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• An employee of a company was arrested in connection with the 

unauthorised transfer of R5.3 million from the company’s account into 

her sister’s bank account. The case was postponed to the 2nd of 

September. 

 

• During July 2009 to July 2015, an entity received funds from clients that 

were deemed as loans. These ‘loans’ were purportedly invested on 

Forex markets. The company would pay the clients the profit which was 

generated by such investment at a monthly return of between 4-8%. 

Approximately R100 million in assets were seized and placed under the 

care of a Curator appointed by the High Court. On 22 June 2016 the 

suspect was arrested and appeared in court. He was granted bail of 

R100 000 and the case was postponed. 

 

  

 



 SCC Cont… 
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• Two suspects issued fraudulent cheques as payment to unsuspecting 

clients/companies while buying livestock. The first suspect was arrested 

on 25 May 2016 and was granted bail of R50 000. The second suspect 

was arrested on 7 July 2016, appeared in court and was granted bail to 

the amount of R50 000.00. The amount suffered by the complainants 

amounts to R4.8 million.  

 

• Information was received that a consignment of counterfeit goods was 

imported into South Africa.  Samples were extracted from the suspect 

container and forwarded to brand holders who confirmed it was 

counterfeit. A search warrant was obtained and a search and seizure 

was conducted.  Sunlight packaging to fill 215 370 packets, OMO 

packaging to fill 110 078 and Dettol bottles to fill 52 200 bottles seized to 

the value of R41 million.  

 

 



SCC Cont... 
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• A suspect forming part of a syndicate, that was responsible for defrauding 

financial institutions by applying for loans amounting to R9.5 million, was 

arrested on the 1st July 2016.  

• The complainant is a medical doctor who owns a cold storage facility. The 

complainant’s brother conspired with various people to manipulate the 

accounting records in order to lower the storage cost for these farmers as a 

result defrauding the company of the revenue earned. The company suffered 

a loss of R5 million. The brother was arrested and pleaded guilty and was 

sentenced to 5 years imprisonment wholly suspended. The 5 farmers 

appeared in court and have been released on warning and will re-appear 

again on the 19 September 2016.  



SCC Cont... 
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• The accused was charged for Racketeering, Money Laundering, Fraud and 

Reckless Trading between 2006 until  2008 by submitting R250 million in 

fraudulent  VAT returns together with fictitious invoices to the South African 

Revenue Service (SARS) in Cape Town. The accused was arrested and on 

22 July 2016 convicted and sentenced respectively to 20 years 

imprisonment on all charges.  

 

 

 



DPCI SIGNIFICANT SUCCESSES  

SERIOUS CORRUPTION 
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SERIOUS CORRUPTION (SC) 

Number of arrests 237 

Convictions 43 



SC Cont… 
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Major Investigations/Projects: Narrative  

•Serious Corruption Investigation conducted a takedown operation under the auspices of 

project GAP at Beitbridge and Musina areas in Limpopo. Fifteen (15) accused were 

arrested for fraud and corruption of which six (6) are from the JCPS cluster, four (4) 

clearing agents, one (1) advocate, one (1) Councillor, one (1) business man, one (1) 

teacher and one (1) former SAPS Admin Clerk. The accused demanded and received 

payments on different dates for conducting illegal transactions relating to the 

contravention of the immigration act. All fifteen accused appeared in court of which one 

(1) pleaded guilty and was sentenced to three (3)  years imprisonment.   

 



SC Cont... 
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• Serious Corruption Investigation arrested a Chinese national (Ms Tian Tian 

Wang) for corruption. Ms Wang bribed an official from the South African 

Reserve Bank (SARB) to have an amount of R27 million released from the 

blocking orders, as it was suspected that she contravened the Exchange 

Control Regulations. Ms Wang offered a R5 million bribe to an SARB official 

in order to release monies blocked accounts. The SARB reported the matter 

to the HAWKS and a sting operation was conducted resulting in her arrest. Ms 

Wang was found guilty and sentenced to an effective eleven (11) years 

imprisonment.  



DPCI SIGNIFICANT SUCCESSES  

SERIOUS CORRUPTION 

Cont… 
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DETERMINED BUDGET AND ADDITIONAL 

FUNDING 

CATEGORY OF EXPENDITURE R’ 000 

Compensation of Employees 42  148 

Salaries Narcotics and Fire-arm units   40 348 
Salaries 2 Chief helicopter pilots 1 400 

Other allowances 736  

Good & Services 55 000 

Fuel & Oil 46  000 

Service & repairs 8  

Construction of landing space 1  

Transfers & subsidies 350  

Licensing of  helicopter 100  

Licensing of Vehicles 250  

Capital Assets 135 000 

Purchase of operational helicopter 100 000  

Resources for new units and pilots : Furniture, Vehicles, IT, software and licencing 35 000 

TOTAL 232 148 
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BUDGET AND ADDITONAL FUNDING 

List of determined budget and additional funding 

• Due to alignment of allocations with the Estimates of National Expenditure, it is 

imperative that expenditure of DPCI be confined to the amounts allocated 

(earmarked) to sub-programme. 

• The cost centres  will not order equipment, goods and services of such an extent 

that the funds of certain cost centres are depleted towards year-end and 

payments are restricted in March. 

• DPCI will ensure the correct vesting of expenditures within the framework of the 

New Economic Reporting Format and Standard Chart of Accounts.  

• National Head Office DPCI is responsible for purchasing resources such as 

machineries and equipment. 

•  Fuel, Travelling and Subsistence expenses are regarded as the major cost 

drivers. 
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THANK YOU 
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